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Andy was away in the Caribbean!  This was the last 16 of the 
Somerset Cup.  Ben was in as usual, however Elliot twisted 
badly in the warm-up and had to withdraw.  We had beaten 
Weston pre-season in a friendly, however this was competitive.  
Jon kindly took on Dictaphone duties and pointed out that Andy 
had gotten the kick off time wrong, 2.30pm not 2.00pm, and that 
Jon had played rugby on the Saturday, controlling the game!  
The late kick off had forced the spectators to wait in the bar.  It 
must have been hell for them… 
 
The line up was: 

 
Declan 

 
Josh     Aaron    Reece     Joel 

 
Bryn     Sam     Tom     Max 

 
Lorenzo     Callum 

 
Substitutes: Noah, Charlie & Ben 
 
After a quiet first five minutes, Callum played the ball on for Lore 
on the edge of their area and he beat first the defender, then the 
‘keeper to calmly slot it in 1-0.  There was very little between the 
teams, and a shot from Weston flew wide of the post.  At this 
point Jon looked for some Match Analysis, and Julie kindly 
pointed out that the ball had gone off and that Callum was 
injured.  Jackie asked what he had done!  A long throw from 
Callum saw the flick on catch a defender on his hand right on 
the corner of their area, which Callum stepped up and curled in 
off of the far post 2-0.  Jon went straight to Jackie for a quote, 
and we can exclusively reveal that she said, “That’s my boy”.  
Sam won the ball and laid in Lore whose shot was saved.  Tom 
won the drop kick and played it in to Callum and this time his 
shot was saved.  Tom again won the subsequent drop kick and 
this time Lore latched on to the header forward, beat the 
defender and shot under the advancing ‘keeper 3-0.  At this 
point it was announced that Bradley was getting on Jon’s 
nerves!  25 minutes in and Weston attacked down the wing and 
swung the ball in, from where Josh tried to clear on the penalty 
spot, but only succeeded in guiding the ball over Dec and in 3-1.  
Callum attacked down the left and swung the ball in however the 
‘keeper dived out to make the save, and then we attacked down 
the right but the shot went wide.  The game was really opening 
up as Lore advanced into the area and shot, only for them to 

clear and attack, but Aaron made a great saving tackle, so we 
attacked again and forced a corner!  A long throw from Callum 
was knocked on and came to Josh who went for the overhead 
kick, but unfortunately went too high and came down on the roof 
of the net.  Bradley was next to be interviewed and felt that it 
was, “A very good game!”  Sam won the ball and played in 
Callum on the edge of the D, and he chipped the ‘keeper 4-1. 
 

HALF-TIME: FRYS   4    WESTON    1 
 
With the wind in the second half and straight away Callum went 
down the left and swung in a cross which was forced out for a 
corner.  Callum swung it over and Max charged in, but couldn’t 
quite get there ahead of the ‘keeper.  Weston hadn’t given up 
though and an attack down their left saw a shot fly narrowly wide 
of the post.  Noah was brought down so Callum had a shot 
which just missed the post.  Ben defended well and broke out of 
our half and laid the ball through, but Lore’s shot went narrowly 
wide.  Weston kept attacking, and a fierce shot saw Dec dive 
low to his right to make a cracking save, and although it bobbled 
loose, he was quickly up and kicked it out for a throw.  We broke 
out of defence and Callum ran in to their area, was brought 
down, got back up, brought down again, but the ref gave 
nothing.  Max won the ball on the left, played it inside for Ben 
who fed Callum down the left, but his cross was just too close to 
the ‘keeper.  Callum threw to Sam who returned it and it was 
swung over to the back post, but Max couldn’t jump high 
enough.  Sam ran down the right, held off his man well and 
found Lore on the corner of the area, and his power shot gave 
the ‘keeper no chance 5-1.  Right at the end Callum played it 
through for Lore, but the ‘keeper was quickly out to smother it.  
Right at the end of the game Jon wondered if Andy had gone all 
inclusive, as with the big fat belly, it probably wasn’t needed! 
 

FULL-TIME: FRYS   5    WESTON    1 
 

Man of the Match – Chosen by Tony for excellent play 
and effort – Callum 

 

Afterthoughts………………………………………………… 
The weather in the Caribbean was lovely…..  
Ray was pleased with the effort and 
commitment the boys showed.  He changed 
the set-up of the team as the game went 
on, and was pleased at how everyone 
adapted to it.  Into the Quarter-Final now 
against St Aldhelms.  Keep it up! 


